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Some lessons from leading studies on DSO and networks

Leading academics confirm the value of the network and
the key contribution of DSO for the energy transition

Leading academics confirm the value of the network and
the key contribution of DSO for the energy transition

Grids provide energy,  but also short circuit power, voltage, frequency,
availability and in/out connectivity

Connected self-consumers use the grid for dynamic and static balance

Off-grid solution oversize solar panels and batteries

If PV sized to serve the whole customer’s load, facilities export
significant power and losses increase up to 25%

Centralised and distributed resources are complementary but
centralised are much cheaper.

Size Matters: small is not always better (PV)

DSO require efficient remuneration for operations
and the right incentives for innovation
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EPRI – The Value of the Grid

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-EG0XOr8yQ
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The DSO position in the Electricity System: a reliable hub

DSO link consumers, market providers and TSO through data management and
ensuring security and quality of supply in local networks

DSO link consumers, market providers and TSO through data management and
ensuring security and quality of supply in local networks
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Eurelectric DSO Strategic Vision

Adopting new technologies and planning tools.

Upgrading network assets and systems for extended electrification
(transport, H&C) and integrating distributed resources.

Taking new roles managing distribution system flexibility and acting
as neutral market facilitators.

Ensuring secure energy supply and data management.

DSOs committed to transform our business from wires to platforms to meet
customers’ expectations and bring market parties efficiently together

DSOs committed to transform our business from wires to platforms to meet
customers’ expectations and bring market parties efficiently together

Regulation should recognise new DSO reality,
foster innovation, put in place EU-DSO Entity and

ensure level playing field for all market players
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Priorities for the future DSO Committee leadership

In the light of the green energy transition and the Clean Package, Eurelectric DSO
Committee will focus in three main areas over the next years

In the light of the green energy transition and the Clean Package, Eurelectric DSO
Committee will focus in three main areas over the next years

DSOs are facing a huge opportunity!

Enhance the value of
the grids

• Unveil the value of
connectivity

• Create value upon
distributed resources

Support a more active
consumer

• Smart grids and smart
meters deployment

• Data management and
TSO-DSO cooperation

• Stable framework for
investment and innovation

Support climate action
• Integration of  renewable

from different sources,
keeping the lights on




